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FADE-IN:

INT. AFTER-WORLD FUNERAL PARLOUR - NIGHT

Black screen-- A BLUE-MISTED VOID. Spooky, cob-webbed, 
eerie. Then, flickering torch light over a rotting 
casket, on a plinth in a dark cave or dwelling.

OUR FIEND-- BEETLEGEUSE (SLEEPING IN A SHUT COFFIN)

Time has passed since the last adventure, and all is 
stillness; all but "dead-to-the-world".

Quotation appears, in mossy graveyard lettering and a 
haunted chorus of ghostly-souls.

"For what should it profit a man-- if he shall gain, the 
whole world-- and lose his soul?"

-- Haunted Wisdom of Yore

QUOTATIONS PULLED-DOWN WITH SOUND OF TEARING-SHROUD

Bumping, bumptious Danny Elfman cue.

ELSEWHERE NEARBY-- TRACKING OUT THE DOOR AND "DOWN HALL"

INT. "THE GREEN ROOM" - NIGHT

Like a television studio holding area backstage-- gothic 
red velvet and brass. DRAPES billow in thunder and rain 
through open window, "a dark and stormy night".

THE FIREPLACE AND MANTLE--

A display of FAMILY PORTRAITS and Tim Burton memorabilia. 
FRAMED NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS-- headlines and tabloid fodder 
as television launches into a static-filled transmission.

Flames light-up with a "whoosh"--  the sound of laughter 
and chat-shows wavering in and out.

A TELEVISION MONTAGE OF TRASH T.V. AND RECAP OF PAST 
EVENTS WHICH REINTRODUCE FIRST MOVIE'S PLOT-POINTS.

FLASHBACK-- world of 1988. Pre-internet "dark ages".



THE UNIVERSE IS STRANGER THAN WE CAN IMAGINE-- 

(Ghostly UHF reruns and eccentric orbits of here-after 
commercial-space like bottom of the "farm-league" barrel-- 
the country's "gut-check")

A twisting, freakish cosmology of illusions and trap-
doors-- ENDLESS, NAMELESS. Eternity keeps its books.

FLIPPING THROUGH CHANNELS-- ONLY TO SETTLE ON AFTER-LIFE 
TALK SHOW WITH UNLIKELY CAMEOS-- WHERE ELSE WOULD YOU 
FIND "SLIMER" FROM GHOSTBUSTERS, JASON VORHEES, CASPER 
THE FRIENDLY GHOST, COUNT CHOCKULA, AND THE PSYCHIC 
SYLVIA BROWN-- ALL SHARING THE SAME STAGE?

Tonight's Testimonials-- "all the people Beetlejuice ever 
ripped off". And they are furious.

(Audience Applause)

Lessons-- "You will receive a body". "Love it or hate it, 
this is the informal school called life". "Return 
Warranty lasts 65-100 years, no guarantees". "Slip body 
under door of funeral home and the night-watchman will 
take care of you". "KARMA"-- Don't buy that hot t.v. 
"just yet". "He's been sleazing around your movie theater 
lately". "Contact your Better Business Bureau or you'll 
be sorry". "Shush, don't ever say his name".

Beetlegeuse walks on stage, "denies everything".

(Crowd Boos)

Fight breaks-out, guests throwing chairs "Jerry Springer 
style". Next up-- "Paternity Tests".

BEETLEGEUSE
I'm outta here, babe.

Next, a stand-up from an ACTION-NEWS REPORTER:

ACTION NEWS REPORTER
He's been described as "a private 
contractor" or "bio-exorcist" that 
scares away the living, "for 
hire", like  paying a pest 
exterminator you'd look up under 
the yellow pages. Many report 
unsatisfactory results-- and how 
he's made their life "a living 
hell".

Beetlegeuse moves into the frame and mugs hideously.
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BEETLEGEUSE
Well that's simply untrue, Kent. 
I've serviced thousands of 
unsatisfied housewives over 
millennia and even read my own fan-
mail. What's the sin in that?

Holds up CARDBOARD SIGN with contact-information.

ANNOUNCER
And don't forget "The Maitlin's"--

FLASHBACK. . . . . SCENE FROM ORIGINAL MOVIE, ALEC 
BALDWIN AND GEENA DAVIS FUMBLING-AROUND AND TRYING TO 
MAKE SENSE OF "HANDBOOK OF THE RECENTLY DECEASED".

FLASHBACK. . . . . DRAWING DOOR ON WALL WITH PIECE OF 
CHALK, ROOM BATHED IN SICKLY GREEN LIGHT-- LIKE 
PUTRESCENT SUPERNATURALISM OF ROT AS THEY WADE THROUGH 
THE BREACH. TEENAGE GOTH GIRL LYDIA DEETZ LOOKS ON IN 
UNCANNY AMAZEMENT FROM BEHIND LOCKED ATTIC DOOR.

FLASHBACK. . . . . BEETLEJUICE "DEAD-AIR" COMMERCIAL, 
SELLING HIS SERVICES LIKE "USED CAR SALESMAN ON GLOWING 
NIGHTTIME LOT. LYDIA HAS EAR PRESSED TO ATTIC DOOR, 
LISTENING TO VAGUE COMMOTION.

FLASHBACK-- ALEC BALDWIN AND GEENA DAVIS ASKS WHY LYDIA 
CAN SEE THEM WHILE NO ONE ELSE CAN--

LYDIA DEETZ
Well, I've been reading that book, 
"The Handbook for the Recently-
Deceased". It says "people ignore 
the strange and unusual":-- I, 
myself "am strange and unusual".

FLASHBACK. . . . . LYDIA WALKING AROUND YARD WITH A 
CAMERA, SNAPPING PICTURES. BEHOLDS GHOSTS THROUGH UPPER-
FLOOR WINDOW AND SIMPLY STARES LIKE A GOTH GIRL AND 
BUBBLEGUM PUNK-PRINCESS WHO UNRAVELS A MYSTERY.

FLASHBACK. . . . . BEETLEJUICE BARGAINS FOR LYDIA'S HAND 
IN MARRIAGE-- CEREMONY FOILED AND MAITLIN COUPLE SAVED.

HEADLINE-- "CAN'T WE ALL JUST GET ALONG? A CHERISHED 
SECRET BETWEEN HUMANS AND "GHOST-WORLD".

FLASHBACK. . . . . LYDIA LEVITATING AND DANCING TO 
CALYPSO SONG, "SHAKE, SHAKE SENORA".
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A MILK CARTON WITH BEETLEJUICE'S PICTURE-- "HAVE YOU SEEN 
ME?" LAST SIGHTING: WENT DOWN THE GULLET OF A SANDWORM.

ANNOUNCER
And remember-- "never trust the 
living".

HEADLINE-- "DEATH ISN'T THE ANSWER, HOLLYWOOD EMBRACES 
SEQUELS.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
Two Minutes to Show-Time. . . . . 

INT. "GREEN-ROOM" - NIGHT

A door bursts open. A harried P.A. in slacks and short-
sleeves with a headphone-mic. But the star is AWOL.

P.A.
Where is he?!

EXT. "BEETLEJUICE RETURNS" PREMIER-- NIGHT

"A movie", within a movie-- "a meta-reference" outside a 
theater as fans excitedly gather outside of film premier. 
Murmuring anticipation, tasteless cos-play. Quoting lines 
with motor-mouthed impressions of the star, himself.

INT. "BEETLEJUICE RETURNS" PREMIER, BOX-OFFICE & LOBBY - 
NIGHT

Conversations through the lobby, amid red velvet-ropes 
and Beetlejuice cardboard cut-out's as customers line up 
at snack bar over heaping bags of popcorn.

FAN #1
They said they would never do it-- 
that it couldn't happen.

FAN #2
Making a sequel? Ha! Who ever 
heard of that?

FAN #3
I heard they couldn't come-up with 
a script. Hope it ain't frickin' 
terrible.

Audience milling into theater, the early pre-show.
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THE PODCAST GIRLS FROM "FANGORIA MAGAZINE" sit in the 
back rows and make commentary. Yes, "the anticipation". 
It seems like everyone "who crawled-out from under a 
rock" came-on down tonight.

THEATER DARKENS, CHEERS AND APPLAUSE.

AN IMAGE LIGHTS UP THE SCREEN--

A dark dwelling. THE COFFIN. A "live feed", apparently. A 
ceiling-fan cutting through the dead, murky air. Holds 
there a beat too long.

FANGORIA GIRLS
Something better happen soon.

Bellowing, impatient crowd starts chanting "BEETLEJUICE!"

Film wavers, wraps, breaks-- "melts down".

INT. "BEETLEJUICE RETURNS" PROJECTION ROOM - NIGHT

THE PROJECTIONIST urges calm through the public-address 
system. It is DAVID BROCKIE-- the singer who fronts the 
horror/comedy metal band, GWAR. Wears an Elvis-like 
bouffant like a New Jersey lounge-singer, holding A 
MICROPHONE in meek, outrageous cosmic pronouncement.

(like a living cartoon)

DAVID BROCKIE
(speaking into mic)

Ladies, gentleman, and venereal 
outlaw scum-fucks. . . . . We are 
experiencing "technical 
difficulties". Just hold on, 
everything is "under control".

Turns off microphone, addresses the camera frantically-- 
breaking "the fourth wall".

DAVID BROCKIE (CONT'D)
We have no script. . . . . We 
can't find a story, much less the 
star. Late as usual-- he usually 
"just wings it". Oh my God, like 
oh my God.

CAGED VULTURE flaps its wings and caws.
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DAVID BROCKIE (CONT'D)
There goes my Oscar for "Best 
Picture".

Breaks down, panics.

Caged Vulture talks like a parrot.

CAGED VULTURE
Roowwar. Fuckin' shit. Fuckin' 
shit.

David Brockie shakes cage.

DAVID BROCKIE
Quiet-- quiet! I can't hear myself 
think. There's going to be a lot 
of angry people in that pit if we 
don't get it together, "chop-
chop".

Caged Vulture gets loose, chicken-foots along counter. 
Shivers and flexes wings, accidentally turning back on 
public address system.

David Brockie's panicked lament reverberates inside the 
theater.

DAVID BROCKIE (CONT'D)
Where is he-- where can he be? Oh 
no, oh the humanity! I'm gonna get 
canned!

Rustling, audio-feedback. . . . .

CAGED VULTURE
Roowwar. Dick-head. Dick-head.

DAVID BROCKIE (O.S.)
Attention, K-mart shoppers. . . A 
slight delay. We can't find 
Beetlegeuse. He's unable to 
perform and won't be here. (break) 
You know, we have a special for 
you. Buy three boxes of 
Raisonettes brand candy, get the 
fourth box "half-off".

BACK IN THE THEATER

Crowd looking to each other, angry murmuring.
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DAVID BROCKIE (CONT'D)
Sorry, no refunds. But we will 
show old "Mighty Mouse: The New 
Adventures" cartoons, eh?

Crowd's reaction turns downright murderous. Surly 
audience, throwing popcorn at screen as Mighty Mouse song 
plays, "Zoom, zoom, zoom-- Here I come to save the day!"

CROWD
(in unison)

REFUND! REFUND! REFUND!

DAVID BROCKIE
Hey, sorry guys.

Crowd-- rowdy and implacable-- tear-out seats as cushions 
sail through the air.

FAN #4
What is this bait and switch? I 
waited forever to see Beetlegeuse 
and now I want to see him!

Human pulls off mask-- revealing a monster head beneath. 
"Bait and switch", indeed.

IN THE PROJECTION BOOTH-- DAVID BROCKIE SIDE-SHIFTS BACK 
AND FORTH IN ANIMATED ANXIETY.

DAVID BROCKIE
Oh, wait. Hey guys-- can we just 
leave the deli-tray out "and split-
out of here"?

CAMERA PULLS BACK: 
SURREAL MATCH-CUT

INT. WARNER BROS. BOARD ROOM - NIGHT

A movie studio boardroom "of suits"-- like hideous, 
swinish space pirates. It's the members of the metal 
band, GWAR in  foam-rubber monster-suits "Masters of the 
Universe" style-- reciting overblown space-opera lines. 
Slave girls purr on their mighty arms before jewel-
studded goblets of wine-- or blood. Led by MEAT-TITAN.
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MEAT-TITAN
Too late! The studio's 
shareholders have enlisted us to 
rise to the challenge, FOR THE 
MASTERY OF EARTH. (break) We 
accept the challenge willingly!

DAVID BROCKIE
I was afraid you guys would say 
that--

GWAR BOARD MEMBERS look on at a closed-circuit monitor of 
Beetlejuice's coffin "not doing much".

MEAT-TITAN
Fools! Imagine the money being 
spent on this. The tides of 
nothingness have yielded pitiful 
riff-raffish piss-stains!

PAULY SHORE ducks his head through the room.

PAULY SHORE
That's where I come in--

MEAT-TITAN
Who in blazes are you?

Pauly Shore steps in-- a flea-bag political lifer of 
boardroom survival. He carries himself with a dubious 
"million-dollar" confidence.

PAULY SHORE
"The Weasel". Mister MTV comedian. 
And a zany plot-device. Don't tell 
me that "you're jumping the shark" 
already.

Meat-Titan presses a red button on his desk AND A TRAP-
DOOR OPENS. PAULY SHORE drops-- and is literally holding 
on for dear life above a shark-tank of snapping beasts.

PAULY SHORE (CONT'D)
Hold it, hold it now! Give me a 
chance!

He scrambles out of the trap and stands up-- takes out A 
SATCHEL and begins to give a presentation.

PAULY SHORE (CONT'D)
I told you there's life in this 
franchise. Stuck on contrived 
plot? Stale characters? I'm here 
to ask the hard questions.
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MEAT-TITAN
Go on, you infinitesimal little 
grub. Our brain-stems need 
righteous pampering.

Slave girl rubs his shoulders, covered with spiked beetle-
armor.

PAULY SHORE
I mean, what's next for 
Beetlegeuse? He's hip, he's edgy-- 
he's "king of the goblins". Yowww.

Meat-Titan slams down fist.

MEAT-TITAN
Great-- only we don't know where 
he is.

LOWER THRALL-FIEND #1
I think he took a number in the 
purgatory line.

LOWER THRALL-FIEND #2
Didn't he get zapped down to 
earth?

MEAT-TITAN
Refresh my memory-- I thought he 
was shat-out by a sandworm-- or 
disappeared off "to parts, 
unknown", good riddance.

PHOTO MONTAGE-- BEETLEJUICE IN A COWBOY-HAT AND MIRROR-
SHADES "FAKING BLINDNESS" AND SELLING PENCILS IN THE OUT-
DOOR DISPLAY OF A WAL-MART. HE'S QUESTIONED AND ARRESTED.

PAULY SHORE
My client is holding-out for a 
raise. But he's hungry for this 
sequel-- we just got to get him to 
sign.

THE FIEND CLUB confer amongst themselves.

MEAT-TITAN
Tell us more.
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PAULY SHORE
Well, his last customers were this 
newly-married couple who died in 
an accident and then their house 
was taken-over by a bunch of New 
York yuppies. The outsiders moved-
in and rehabbed it. The Maitlin's 
needed help and were given the 
hard-sell of soul-world Roto-
Rooter, and brought in Beetlegeuse 
for super-shopper, price-chopper 
shenanigans. Do you know my client 
does house-calls? But it didn't 
end well. . . . .

FLASHBACK. . . . . SANDWORM CRASHING THROUGH THE ROOF AS 
BEETLEGEUSE "DIES" OVER AND OVER.

PAULY SHORE (CONT'D)
Oohh, that's gotta hurt. . . . . 
(break) So they were reading this, 
"The Handbook for the Recently 
Deceased". Funny, it read like the 
tax code. Or stereo-instructions.

Takes out "HANDBOOK FOR THE RECENTLY-DECEASED" and tosses 
it on the table before Meat-Titan. A kind of pumpkin-face 
pops out of it and morphs like undulating Jello-- similar 
to the book out of the "Evil-Dead" movies.

PAULY SHORE (CONT'D)

Here's how I see it-- bring in new 
characters, revive it with cheap 
throwback's to the original 
premise, slap this thing together 
and market it internationally-- 
especially to the Chinese. (break) 
We can go on forever, "rinse, 
cycle, repeat" for a mesmerizing 
non-makeover and franchise reboot 
or I'm not angling for best 
picture at Oscar Night. (break) 
Not just for the trailer-park, but 
we're taking this "public"! It's 
salvage-gravy rehash! (break) Or 
until the show becomes 
unprofitable.

Fiend-Club confers amongst themselves.
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MEAT-TITAN
Meh, we rather like the sound of 
it. What else do you bring to the 
royal convocation of galactic 
idiocy? We hang on your every 
word, your majesty of flatulent 
flattery.

PAULY SHORE.
There's more. There's always more. 
Oh. . . . . yeah. The secret to 
making money is this trick called 
"product placement in movies". 
Like viral marketing, it's really 
a paradigm-shift of integrated 
multi-platform solutions. . . . .

MEAT-TITAN
Meh, say it in English for some 
poor dumb astro-bastard like me. I 
was born from the egg of a Griggle-
Rex and am not renowned, for-- 
shall we say-- my intelligence.

Pauly Shore directs their attention to a PowerPoint 
presentation-- the soldiers of Iwo Jima hefting up-- not 
a flag-pole-- but a McDonald's sign.

PAULY SHORE
The free market-- it's "what makes 
America great".

Runs next slide-- Mt. Rushmore festooned with Burger King 
slogans-- "HAVE IT YOUR WAY!"

PAULY SHORE (CONT'D)
Repetitive, associative, 
subliminal. "Always Coca-Cola".

Pauly Shore knocks back a red can of Coca-Cola, eying the 
audience as he does so.

PAULY SHORE (CONT'D)
"It's the real thing". 

MEAT-TITAN
This is rather derivative. What do 
we have to do to come up with new 
ideas?

Pauly Shore rummages through his satchel and throws over 
an old, moth-bitten BUGS BUNNY COSTUME as the head looks 
on bright-eyed and gruesomely.
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PAULY SHORE
There's tons of things you can do 
with a registered trademark. 
Revive, rinse, repeat. Believe you 
can and you're halfway there.

MEAT-TITAN
Hmmmm, your sales-pitch intrigues 
me.

PAULY SHORE
Now "you're drinking the Kool-
Aid".

CORPORATE MASCOT, "THE KOOL-AID MAN" points and winks at 
Meat-Titan's side to the sound of "KA-CHING!".

PAULY SHORE (CONT'D)
And if you're not laughing at this 
movie in five minutes we'll mail 
you a dollar.

MEAT-TITAN
By the way-- is it "Beetlejuice" 
or "Betelgeuse"? Our friends out 
at Crab-Nebula 469 claim the 
latter as their own.

PAULY SHORE.
Oh, well. We'll split the 
difference-- we'll call him 
"Beetlegeuse" from now on. So 
leave it up to the lawyers-- 
"LET'S GET DANGEROUS".

NEWSPAPER HEADLINE: "SPEAK OF THE DEVIL!" HE'S RUDE, HE'S 
CRUDE, HE'S BACK FROM MOTH-BALLS. BEETLEJUICE RETURNS".

INT. "BEETLEJUICE RETURNS" PROJECTION ROOM - NIGHT.

David Brockie is distracted, busy-- off "picking his 
nose" before he turns back to the camera and realizes 
"we're back". He cranks-up the projector and the audience  
roars in approval below.

DAVID BROCKIE
It's show-time. Haul him out!

MUSIC-- SLUDGY, HEAVY-METAL DIRGE-- A "CALL TO ACTION" 
REVEILLE ACROSS ALL HAUNTED, TUMBLED TOMB-SCAPES.
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CREW BURSTS INTO BEETLEJUICE'S ROOM, BRANDISHING CHAIN-
SAWS AS THEY SET TO WORK-- A FORKLIFT HAULS OUT COFFIN.

DAVID BROCKIE (V.O.)
Ah, sleep. "Death" without "the 
commitment". Haul him out, boys!

RUMBLING SOUND OF 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT AND 
CHAIN-SAWS. . . . . 

FADE OUT.

"TO BE CONTINUED. . . . ."

THE END
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